Candidate Nominations

2019 Student Guild Elections of Curtin University

Regulations – Division Two - Elections (Section E5.8)

The following are the candidates for each position at close of nominations at noon Thursday 29 August 2019

President
- Hana ARAI – Illuminate
  Elected unopposed

Vice President – Education
- Chris HALL - Illuminate
- Caitlin EGLOFF-BARR - Left Action

Vice President - Activities
- Bridge TRUELL - Illuminate
- Mitchell MURRAY – Revive

Business and Law Faculty Representative
- Jesse NAYLOR ZAMBRANO – Illuminate
  Elected unopposed

Faculty of Science and Engineering Representative
- Fatma SEHIC – Illuminate
  Elected unopposed

Faculty of Health Science Representative
- Briana HODGKINSON - Revive
- Jeru SUNDAR - Illuminate
- Richard BIRCHALL - Left Action

Faculty of Humanities Representative
- Connie MARTELLI – Illuminate
  Elected unopposed

International Student Committee President
- Suleman MIRZA - Revive
- Amelia NGUYEN - Illuminate

Postgraduate Students Committee President
- May MAJIMBI – Illuminate
  Elected unopposed

Queer Officer
- Bry JAGOE – Illuminate
  Elected unopposed

Women's Officer
- Star CASTILLO – Illuminate
  Elected unopposed
Indigenous Officer
- Cheyenne CONWAY – Illuminate Elected unopposed

Accessibility Officer
- Diana RYAN
- Dylan BOTICA - Illuminate

NUS Delegate
- Michael FARRELL - Illuminate
- Erin RUSSELL - Left Action
- Hana ARAI - Illuminate
- Mitchell MURRAY - Revive
- Fabian YARRAN
- Christopher MACFARLANE - Left Action
- Jesse NAYLOR ZAMBRANO - Illuminate
- Chris HALL - Illuminate
- Anthony HARRIS - Revive
- James WILSON - Revive
- Connie MARTELLI - Illuminate
- Bridge TRUELL - Illuminate
- Katelyn COLSON - Illuminate

Ordinary Representation Board
- Lucy ROHL - Illuminate
- Dylan JONES - Revive
- Hunter GUREVICH - Illuminate
- Mango ADONIS - Illuminate
- Luke GIBSON - Revive
- Rahaf GAHL - Illuminate
- Alexandra PANNELL - Illuminate
- Tash JONES - Illuminate
- Neve KERWICK - Illuminate
- Timothy ADAMS - Illuminate
- Micha GARTZ - Revive
- Winnie FOSS - Illuminate
- Erin RUSSELL - Left Action
- Emily MOORE - Revive
- Clare METCALF - Illuminate
- Aaron Leigh BUTT - Illuminate
- Jeremy GilCHRIST - Revive
- Prasanthi JEYARAMN - Illuminate
- Joshua HOWELL - Illuminate
- Ben GRASSI - Illuminate

**Guild Councillors**

- Briana HODGKINSON - Revive
- Claire ALMEIDA - Illuminate
- Anthony HARRIS - Revive
- Timothy ADAMS - Illuminate
- Rhiannon MERRIFIELD - Illuminate
- Day POWEHLL - Illuminate
- Jamie DI SILVIO - Revive
- Chris GRANT - Left Action
- Jesse NAYLOR ZAMBRANO - Illuminate
- Georgia MCGRATH - Illuminate
- Sav ROSE - Revive
- Jason KIM - Illuminate
- Alexandra PANELL - Illuminate
- Rob VUSAK - Left Action
- Adam PARSONS - Illuminate
- Harry BROOKING - Illuminate
- James WILSON - Revive
- Min Dee CHIA - Illuminate
- Mike FARRELL - Illuminate
- Julia KHEN - Illuminate
- Fatma SEHIC - Illuminate